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Marcel Bogusch is now logistics industry manager at Schmersal

The Schmersal Group is seeking to expand its market presence in
logistics
Wuppertal 1. March 2022. Since the start of the year, Marcel Bogusch has been industry manager
for the logistics division of the Schmersal Group. With this new addition, the company hopes to
further expand its market presence in this promising industry, and to increase turnover and growth.

Marcel Bogusch was previously employed by a renowned manufacturer operating in logistics and
automation as a product manager, with responsibility for the launch of safe robot systems and new
control system generations. His strengths include solid technical competence in all matters relating
to the Machinery Directive.

Schmersal not only has a comprehensive range of safety switchgear devices, but also complete
logistics solutions with carefully coordinated safety components. This allows Schmersal’s safety
solutions to be optimally adapted to the divergent applications in the logistics field. A positive in
terms of the application-specific challenges in logistics: extensive systems that require intelligent
networking concepts and high rates of turnover that impose correspondingly high demands on the
failsafe performance of systems.
‘I am delighted to be a part of the Schmersal team. I would like to put my previous professional
experience to good use and to develop this target segment and raise awareness of the benefits of

Schmersal’s systems and solutions for logistics applications,’ says Marcel Bogusch. ‘Our objective
is also to develop additional innovative, industry-specific safety solutions.’
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Image caption:
Marcel Bogusch is the new industry manager for the logistics division of the Schmersal Group.
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About the Schmersal Group
The Schmersal Group is an international market and expertise leader in the challenging field of
machine safety. With the world’s most comprehensive range of safety switchgear products, the
Schmersal Group develops safety systems and solutions for special requirements in a variety of
user industries. Schmersal’s tec.nicum business division offers a comprehensive service portfolio
to complement the range of solutions offered by Schmersal.
Founded in 1945, the company is represented by seven manufacturing sites on three continents
with its own companies and sales partners in more than 60 countries. The Schmersal Group
employs more than 1900 people worldwide.
www.schmersal.com
www.tecnicum.com
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